Yahoo Remote Code Execution on cms.snacktv.de
By: Sean Melia
I managed to chain a number of bugs together in order to get remote code execution
and paid $0 for the impactful ones.
Backstory:
Yahoo acquired Media Group One (MGO) in December 2014. In January 2016 this
acquisition was officially put in scope.

MGO acquired SnackTV Media and Vertical Network Media in Spring 2013.
(http://mediagroupone.de/en/company/history/)

SnackTV is run by (now) Yahoo employees. Guess how I know that.
Entities:
*.mediagroupone.de
*.snacktv.de
*.vertical-network.de
*.vertical-n.de
*.fabalista.com
etc. etc.
The Fun Stuff
Login page:

First I found out that http://cms.snacktv.de had its .svn directory exposed. This
allowed me to use svn-extractor.py to dump all the source code:

From there I was able to find an unauthenticated SQL injection:

I was able to crack one of the passwords quickly, due to it being a four-character
word, and login with administrator privileges. This allowed me to upload a .php file

File Upload Request and Response:

The .php file then executed meaning I could upload a web shell and execute
commands on the server

Yahoo ended up taking the site offline seven minutes after I was able to execute
code. I reported every issue I found as I found it and didn’t keep anything from
them. I was emailing them to give them a heads up as well. I’ve always had a good
relationship with Yahoo up until this point.
They brought the site back up either the next day or the day after with the same
passwords in place. I had unknowingly left JTR running in a tab on my desktop
cracking the other passwords.

I logged in with another admin user and noticed they were blocking .php files. I was
able to bypass this by uploading a php file with a .php3 extension. Hooray for
blacklists, right?
Again I had RCE on the server. I reported this issue again and wrote up some other
vulnerabilities before they took the site down again.
At the same time I was also looking at other snacktv.de sites and found two SSRFs. I
reported these issues as well and they were marked as “not actually valid”. IPv6 is
valid! Just saying.

I would like to thank Yahoo for stringing me along for three weeks about these
payouts just to mark everything out of scope except for the one out of seven .svn
repos exposed that I reported to them during this time period.

